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One of the main signatures of primordial non-Gaussianity of the local type is a scale-dependent

correction to the bias of large-scale structure tracers such as galaxies or clusters, whose amplitude depends

on the bias of the tracers itself. The dominant source of noise in the power spectrum of the tracers is

caused by sampling variance on large scales (where the non-Gaussian signal is strongest) and shot noise

arising from their discrete nature. Recent work has argued that one can avoid sampling variance by

comparing multiple tracers of different bias, and suppress shot noise by optimally weighting halos of

different mass. Here we combine these ideas and investigate how well the signatures of non-Gaussian

fluctuations in the primordial potential can be extracted from the two-point correlations of halos and dark

matter. On the basis of large N-body simulations with local non-Gaussian initial conditions and their halo

catalogs we perform a Fisher matrix analysis of the two-point statistics. Compared to the standard

analysis, optimal weighting and multiple-tracer techniques applied to halos can yield up to 1 order of

magnitude improvements in fNL-constraints, even if the underlying dark matter density field is not known.

In this case one needs to resolve all halos down to 1010h�1M� at z ¼ 0, while with the dark matter this is

already achieved at a mass threshold of 1012h�1M�. We compare our numerical results to the halo model

and find satisfactory agreement. Forecasting the optimal fNL-constraints that can be achieved with our

methods when applied to existing and future survey data, we find that a survey of 50h�3 Gpc3 volume

resolving all halos down to 1011h�1M� at z ¼ 1 will be able to obtain �fNL � 1 (68% cl), a factor of�20

improvement over the current limits. Decreasing the minimum mass of resolved halos, increasing the

survey volume or obtaining the dark matter maps can further improve these limits, potentially reaching the

level of �fNL � 0:1. This precision opens up the possibility to distinguish different types of primordial

non-Gaussianity and to probe inflationary physics of the very early Universe.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.84.083509 PACS numbers: 98.80.�k, 98.62.�g, 98.65.�r

I. INTRODUCTION

A detection of primordial non-Gaussianity has the po-
tential to test today’s standard inflationary paradigm and
its alternatives for the physics of the early Universe.
Measurements of the CMB bispectrum furnish a direct
probe of the nature of the initial conditions (see, e.g.,
[1–5] and references therein), but are limited by the two-
dimensional nature of the CMB and its damping on small
scales. However, the non-Gaussian signatures imprinted
in the initial fluctuations of the potential gravitationally
evolve into the large-scale structure (LSS) of the Universe,
which can be observed in all three dimensions and whose
statistical properties can be constrained with galaxy clus-
tering data (for recent reviews, see [6,7]).

One of the cleanest probes is the galaxy (or, more
generally, any tracer of LSS including clusters, etc.)
two-point correlation function (in configuration space) or
power spectrum (in Fourier space), which develops a char-
acteristic scale dependence on large scales in the presence

of primordial non-Gaussianity of the local type [8]. The
power spectrum picks up an additional term proportional to
fNLðbG � 1Þ, where bG is the Gaussian bias of the tracer
and fNL is a parameter describing the strength of the non-
Gaussian signal. However, the precision to which we can
constrain fNL is limited by sampling variance on large
scales: each Fourier mode is an independent realization
of a (nearly) Gaussian random field, so the ability to
determine its rms-amplitude from a finite number of modes
is limited. Recent work has demonstrated that it is possible
to circumvent sampling variance by comparing two differ-
ent tracers of the same underlying density field [9–12]. The
idea is to take the ratio of power spectra from two tracers to
(at least partly) cancel out the random fluctuations, leaving
just the signature of primordial non-Gaussianity itself.
Another important limitation arises from the fact that

galaxies are discrete tracers of the underlying dark matter
distribution. Therefore, with a finite number of observable
objects, the measurement of their power spectrum is af-
fected by shot noise. Assuming galaxies are sampled from
a Poisson process, this adds a constant contribution to their
power spectrum, it is given by the inverse tracer number*hamaus@physik.uzh.ch
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density 1= �n. This is particularly important for massive
tracers such as clusters, since their number density is
very low. Yet they are strongly biased and therefore very
sensitive to a potential non-Gaussian signal. Recent work
has demonstrated the Poisson shot noise model to be
inadequate [13–15]. In particular, [13,14] have shown
that a mass-dependent weighting can considerably sup-
press the stochasticity between halos and the dark matter
and thus reduce the shot noise contribution. In view of
constraining primordial non-Gaussianity from LSS, this
can be a very helpful tool to further reduce the error on fNL.

Both of these methods (sampling variance cancellation
and shot noise suppression) have so far been discussed
separately in the literature. In this paper we combine the
two to derive optimal constraints on fNL that can be
achieved from two-point correlations of LSS. We show
that dramatic improvements are feasible, but we do not
imply that two-point correlations achieve optimal con-
straints in general: further gains may be possible when
considering higher-order correlations, starting with the
bispectrum analysis [16] (three-point correlations).

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II briefly re-
views the impact of local primordial non-Gaussianity on
the halo bias, and the calculation of the Fisher information
content on fNL from two-point statistics in Fourier space
is presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we apply our weighting
and multitracer methods to dark matter halos extracted
from a series of large cosmological N-body simulations
and demonstrate how we can improve the fNL-constraints.
These results are confronted with the halo model predic-
tions in Sec. V before we finally summarize our findings
in Sec. VI.

II. NON-GAUSSIAN HALO BIAS

Primordial non-Gaussianity of the local type is usually
characterized by expanding Bardeen’s gauge-invariant po-
tential � about the fiducial Gaussian case. Up to second
order, it can be parametrized by the mapping [17–20]

�ðxÞ ¼ �GðxÞ þ fNL�
2
GðxÞ; (1)

where�GðxÞ is an isotropic Gaussian random field and fNL
a dimensionless phenomenological parameter. Ignoring
smoothing (we will consider scales much larger than the
Lagrangian size of a halo), the linear density perturbation
�0 is related to � through the Poisson equation in Fourier
space,

�0ðk; zÞ ¼ 2

3

k2TðkÞDðzÞc2
�mH

2
0

�ðkÞ; (2)

where TðkÞ is the matter transfer function and DðzÞ is the
linear growth rate normalized to 1þ z. Applying the peak-
background split argument to the Gaussian piece of
Bardeen’s potential, one finds a scale-dependent correction
to the linear halo bias [8,21,22]:

bðk; fNLÞ ¼ bG þ fNLðbG � 1Þuðk; zÞ; (3)

where bG is the scale-independent linear bias parameter of
the corresponding Gaussian field (fNL ¼ 0) and

uðk; zÞ � 3�c�mH
2
0

k2TðkÞDðzÞc2 : (4)

Here, �c ’ 1:686 is the linear critical overdensity for
spherical collapse. Corrections to Eq. (3) beyond linear
theory have already been worked out and agree reasonably
well with numerical simulations [23–26]. Also, the depen-
dence of the halo bias on merger history and halo forma-
tion time affects the amplitude of the non-Gaussian
corrections in Eq. (3) [22,27–29], which we will neglect
here.

III. FISHER INFORMATION FROM THE
TWO-POINT STATISTICS OF LSS

It is believed that all discrete tracers of LSS, such as
galaxies and clusters, reside within dark matter halos,
collapsed nonlinear structures that satisfy the conditions
for galaxy formation. The analysis of the full complexity of
LSS is therefore reduced to the information content in dark
matter halos. In this section we introduce our model for the
halo covariance matrix and utilize it to compute the Fisher
information content on fNL from the two-point statistics
of halos and dark matter in Fourier space. We separately
consider two cases: first halos only and second halos
combined with dark matter. While the observation of halos
is relatively easy with present-day galaxy redshift surveys,
observing the underlying dark matter is hard, but not
impossible: weak-lensing tomography is the leading can-
didate to achieve that.

A. Covariance of halos

1. Definitions

We write the halo overdensity in Fourier space as a
vector whose elements correspond to N successive bins

� h � ð�h1 ; �h2 ; . . . ; �hN ÞT: (5)

In this paper we will only consider a binning in halo mass,
but the following equations remain valid for any quantity
that the halo density field depends on (e.g., galaxy-
luminosity, etc.). The covariance matrix of halos is
defined as

C h � h�h�
T
h i; (6)

i.e., the outer product of the vector of halo fields averaged
within a k-shell in Fourier space. Assuming the halos to be
locally biased and stochastic tracers of the dark matter
density field �, we can write

� h ¼ b�þ �; (7)

and we define
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b � h�h�i
h�2i (8)

as the effective bias, which is generally scale-dependent
and non-Gaussian. � is a residual noise-field with zero
mean and we assume it to be uncorrelated with the dark
matter, i.e., h��i ¼ 0 [30].

In each mass bin, the effective bias b shows a distinct
dependence on fNL. In what follows, we will assume that b
is linear in fNL, as suggested by Eq. (3):

b ðk; fNLÞ ¼ bG þ fNLb
0ðkÞ: (9)

Here, bG is the Gaussian effective bias and b0 � @b=@fNL.
Finally, we write P � h�2i for the nonlinear dark matter
power spectrum and assume @P=@fNL ¼ 0. This is a good
approximation on large scales [31–33]. Thus, the model
from Eq. (7) yields the following halo covariance matrix:

C h ¼ bbTPþ E; (10)

where the shot noise matrix E was defined as

E � h��Ti: (11)

In principle, E can contain other components than pure
Poisson noise, for instance higher-order terms from the
bias expansion [34–36]. Here and henceforth, we will
define E as the residual from the effective bias term
bbTP in Ch, and allow it to depend on fNL. Thus, with
Eqs. (8) and (10) the shot noise matrix can be written as

E ¼ h�h�
T
h i �

h�h�ih�T
h�i

h�2i : (12)

This agrees precisely with the definition given in [14] for
the Gaussian case, however it also takes into account the
possibility of a scale-dependent effective bias in non-
Gaussian scenarios, such that the effective bias term
bbTP always cancels in this expression [37].

Reference [10] already investigated the Fisher informa-
tion content on primordial non-Gaussianity for the ideal-
ized case of a purely Poissonian shot noise component in
the halo covariance matrix. In [15], the halo covariance
was suggested to be of a similar simple form, albeit with a
modified definition of halo bias and a diagonal shot noise
matrix. In this work we will consider the more general
model of Eq. (10) without assuming anything about E.
Instead we will investigate the shot noise matrix with the
help of N-body simulations.

The Gaussian case has already been studied in [14].
Simulations revealed a very simple eigenstructure of the
shot noise matrix: for N > 2 mass bins of equal number
density �n it exhibits a ðN � 2Þ-dimensional degenerate

subspace with eigenvalue �ðN�2Þ
P ¼ 1= �n, which is the ex-

pected result from Poisson sampling. Of the two remaining
eigenvalues ��, one is enhanced (�þ) and one suppressed
(��) with respect to the value 1= �n. The shot noise matrix
can thus be written as

E ¼ �n�1Iþ ð�þ � �n�1ÞVþVTþ þ ð�� � �n�1ÞV�VT�;
(13)

where I is the N � N identity matrix and V� are the
normalized eigenvectors corresponding to ��. Its inverse
takes a very similar form

E�1 ¼ �nIþ ð��1þ � �nÞVþVTþ þ ð��1� � �nÞV�VT�:
(14)

The halo model [38] can be applied to predict the func-
tional form of �� and V� (see [14] and Sec. V). This
approach is however not expected to be exact, as it does
not ensure mass and momentum conservation of the dark
matter density field and leads to white-noise-like contribu-
tions in both the halo-matter cross and the matter auto
power spectra which are not observed in simulations
[39]. Yet, the halo model is able to reproduce the eigen-
structure ofE fairly well [14] and we will use it for making
predictions beyond our N-body resolution limit.
In the Gaussian case one can also relate the dominant

eigenmode Vþ with corresponding eigenvalue �þ to the
second-order term arising in a local bias-expansion model
[34,35], where the coefficients bi are determined analyti-
cally from the peak-background split formalism given a
halo mass function [40,41]. In non-Gaussian scenarios this
can be extended to a multivariate expansion in dark matter
density � and primordial potential � including bias coef-
ficients for both fields [16,23]. For the calculation of E we
will however restrict ourselves to the Gaussian case and
later compare with the numerical results of non-Gaussian
initial conditions to see the effects of fNL on E and its
eigenvalues. The suppressed eigenmode V� with eigen-
value �� can also be explained by a halo-exclusion cor-
rection to the Poisson-sampling model for halos, as studied
in [33].
In what follows, we will truncate the local bias expan-

sion at second order. Therefore, we shall assume the fol-
lowing model for the halo overdensity in configuration
space

� hðxÞ ¼ b1�ðxÞ þ b2�
2ðxÞ þ nPðxÞ þ ncðxÞ: (15)

Here, nP is the usual Poisson noise and nc a correction to
account for deviations from the Poisson-sampling model.
In Fourier space, this yields

� hðkÞ ¼ b1�ðkÞ þ b2ð� � �ÞðkÞ þ nPðkÞ þ ncðkÞ;
(16)

where the asterisk symbol denotes a convolution. The
Poisson noise nP arises from a discrete sampling of the
field �h with a finite number of halos, it is uncorrelated
with the underlying dark matter density, hnP�i ¼ 0, and its
power spectrum is hnPn

T
Pi ¼ 1= �n (Poisson white noise).

We further assume hnPn
T
c i ¼ hnc�i ¼ 0, which leads to
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b ¼ b1 þ b2
hð� � �Þ�i

h�2i ; (17)

Ch ¼ b1b
T
1 h�2i þ ðb1bT2 þ b2b

T
1 Þhð� � �Þ�i

þ b2b
T
2 hð� � �Þ2i þ hnPn

T
Pi þ hncn

T
c i; (18)

E ¼ �n�1Iþ b2b
T
2

�
hð� � �Þ2i � hð� � �Þ�i2

h�2i
�
þ hncn

T
c i:
(19)

Hence, we can identify the normalized vector b2=jb2j with
the eigenvector Vþ of Eq. (13) with corresponding eigen-
value

�þ ¼ bT2b2E�2 þ �n�1; (20)

where we define

E �2 � hð� � �Þ2i � hð� � �Þ�i2
h�2i : (21)

In [36] this term is absorbed into an effective shot noise
power, since it behaves like white noise on large scales and
arises from the peaks and troughs in the dark matter density
field being nonlinearly biased by the b2-term [42]. We
evaluated E�2 along with the expressions that appear in
Eq. (21) with the help of our dark matter N-body simula-
tions for Gaussian and non-Gaussian initial conditions (for
details about the simulations, see Sec. IV).

The results are depicted in Fig. 1. E�2 obviously shows a
slight dependence on fNL, but it remains white-noise-like
even in the non-Gaussian cases. The fNL-dependence of
this term has not been discussed in the literature yet, but it
can have a significant impact on the power spectrum of
high-mass halos which have a large b2 term; see Eq. (20).
A discussion of the numerical results for halos, specifically
the fNL-dependence of �þ, is conducted later in this paper.
It is also worth noticing the fNL-dependence of hð� � �Þ2i
and hð� � �Þ�i. The properties of the squared dark matter
field �2ðxÞ are similar to the ones of halos, namely, the
k�2-correction of the effective bias in Fourier space, which
in this case is defined as b�2 � hð� � �Þ�i=h�2i and appears
in Eq. (17).

The last term in Eq. (19) corresponds to the suppressed
eigenmode of the shot noise matrix. Both its eigenvector
and eigenvalue can be described reasonably well by the
halo model [14]. The argument of [33] based on halo
exclusion yields a similar result while providing a more
intuitive explanation for the occurrence of such a term.

2. Likelihood and Fisher information

In order to find the best unbiased estimator for fNL, we
have to maximize the likelihood function. Although we are
dealing with non-Gaussian statistics of the density field,
deviations from the Gaussian case are usually small in

practical applications (e.g., [22,43,44]), so wewill consider
a multivariate Gaussian likelihood

L ¼ 1

ð2�ÞN=2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
detCh

p exp

�
� 1

2
�T
hC

�1
h �h

�
: (22)

Maximizing this likelihood function is equivalent to min-
imizing the following chi-square,

�2 ¼ �T
hC

�1
h �h þ lnð1þ �Þ þ lnðdetEÞ; (23)

where we dropped the irrelevant constant N lnð2�Þ and
used

detCh ¼ detðbbTPþEÞ ¼ ð1þ �Þ detE; (24)

with � � bTE�1bP. For a single mass bin, Eq. (23) sim-
plifies to

�2 ¼ �2
h

b2Pþ E
þ lnðb2Pþ EÞ: (25)

The Fisher information matrix [45] for the parameters �i
and �j and the random variable �h with covariance Ch, as

derived from a multivariate Gaussian likelihood [46,47],
reads

Fij � 1

2
Tr

�
@Ch

@�i
C�1

h

@Ch

@�j
C�1

h

�
: (26)

FIG. 1 (color online). Shot noise E�2 of the squared dark
matter density field �2 as defined in Eq. (21) with both
Gaussian (solid green) and non-Gaussian initial conditions
with fNL ¼ þ100 (solid red) and fNL ¼ �100 (solid yellow)
from N-body simulations at z ¼ 0. Clearly, E�2 is close to white-
noise-like in all three cases. The autopower spectrum hð� � �Þ2i
of �2 in Fourier space (dashed), its cross-power spectrum
hð� � �Þ�i with the ordinary dark matter field � (dot-dashed),
as well as the ordinary dark matter power spectrum h�2i (dotted)
are overplotted for the corresponding values of fNL. The squared
dark matter field �2 can be interpreted as a biased tracer of � and
therefore shows the characteristic fNL-dependence of biased
fields (like halos) on large scales.
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With the above assumptions, the derivative of the halo
covariance matrix with respect to the parameter fNL is

@Ch

@fNL
¼ ðbb0T þ b0bTÞPþE0; (27)

with E0 � @E=@fNL. The inverse of the covariance matrix
can be obtained by applying the Sherman-Morrison for-
mula [48,49]

C�1
h ¼ E�1 �E�1bbTE�1P

1þ �
; (28)

where again � � bTE�1bP. On inserting the two previous
relations into Eq. (26), we eventually obtain the full ex-
pression for FfNLfNL in terms of b, b0, E, E0 and P (see

Appendix A for the derivation of Eq. (A11)). Neglecting
the fNL-dependence of E, i.e., setting E0 � 0, the Fisher
information on fNL becomes

FfNLfNL ¼
��þ 	2 þ �ð��� 	2Þ

ð1þ �Þ2 ; (29)

with � � bTE�1bP, 	 � bTE�1b0P and � � b0TE�1b0P.
For a single mass bin, Eq. (A11) simplifies to Eq. (A12),

FfNLfNL ¼ 2

�
bb0Pþ E0=2
b2Pþ E

�
2
: (30)

This implies that even in the limit of a very well-sampled
halo density field ( �n ! 1) with negligible shot noise
power E (and neglecting E0) the Fisher information content
on fNL that can be extracted per mode from a single halo
mass bin is limited to the value 2ðb0=bÞ2. This is due to the
fact that we can only constrain fNL from a change in the
halo bias relative to the Gaussian expectation, not from a
measurement of the effective bias itself. The latter can only
be measured directly if one knows the dark matter distri-
bution, as will be shown in the subsequent paragraph.
However, the situation changes for several halo mass bins
(multiple tracers as in [9]). In this case, the Fisher infor-
mation content from Eqs. (A11) and (29) can exceed the
value 2ðb0=bÞ2 (see Sec. IV and V).

B. Covariance of halos and dark matter

1. Definitions

We will now assume that we possess knowledge about
the dark matter distribution in addition to the halo density
field. In practice one may be able to achieve this by
combining galaxy redshift surveys with lensing tomogra-
phy [50], but the prospects are somewhat uncertain. We
will simply add the dark matter overdensity mode � to the
halo overdensity vector �h, defining a new vector

� � ð�; �h1 ; �h2 ; . . . ; �hN ÞT: (31)

In analogy with the previous section, we define the covari-
ance matrix as C � h��Ti and write

C ¼ h�2i h�T
h�i

h�h�i h�h�
T
h i

 !
¼ P bTP

bP Ch

� �
: (32)

2. Likelihood and Fisher information

Upon inserting the new covariance matrix into the
Gaussian likelihood as defined in Eq. (22), we find the
chi-square to be

�2 ¼ �TC�1�þ lnðdetEÞ; (33)

where we used

detC ¼ detCh detðP� bTC�1
h bP2Þ ¼ P detE; (34)

and we still assume P to be independent of fNL and there-
fore drop the term lnðPÞ in Eq. (33). In terms of the halo
and dark matter overdensities, the chi-square can also be
expressed as

�2 ¼ ð�h � b�ÞTE�1ð�h � b�Þ þ lnðdetEÞ; (35)

which is equivalent to the definition in [14] (where the last
term was neglected). The corresponding expression for a
single halo mass bin reads

�2 ¼ ð�h � b�Þ2
E

þ lnðEÞ: (36)

For the derivative of C with respect to fNL we get

@C

@fNL
¼ 0 b0TP

b0P bb0TPþ b0bTPþE0
� �

: (37)

Performing a block inversion, we readily obtain the inverse
covariance matrix,

C�1 ¼ ð1þ �ÞP�1 �bTE�1

�E�1b E�1

� �
: (38)

As shown in Appendix B, the Fisher information content
on fNL now becomes

FfNLfNL ¼ �þ 
; (39)

with � � b0TE�1b0P and 
 � 1
2 TrðE0E�1E0E�1Þ. For a

single halo mass bin this further simplifies to

FfNLfNL ¼
b02P
E

þ 1

2

�
E0

E

�
2
: (40)

It is worth noting that, in contrast to Eq. (30), the Fisher
information from one halo mass bin with knowledge of the
dark matter becomes infinite in the limit of vanishing E�2 .
In this limit the effective bias can indeed be determined
exactly, allowing an exact measurement of fNL [9].

IV. APPLICATION TO N-BODY SIMULATIONS

We employ numerical N-body simulations with both
Gaussian and non-Gaussian initial conditions to find sig-
natures of primordial non-Gaussianity in the two-point
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statistics of the final density fields in Fourier space. More
precisely, we consider an ensemble of 12 realizations of
box-size 1:6h�1 Gpc (this yields a total effective volume
of Veff ’ 50h�3 Gpc3). Each realization is seeded with
both Gaussian (fNL¼0) and non-Gaussian (fNL¼�100)
initial conditions of the local type [31], and evolves
10243 particles of mass 3:0� 1011h�1M�. The cosmologi-
cal parameters are �m ¼ 0:279, �� ¼ 0:721, �b ¼
0:046, �8 ¼ 0:81, ns ¼ 0:96, and h ¼ 0:7, consistent
with the WMAP5 [51] best-fit constraint. Additionally,
we consider one realization with each fNL ¼ 0, �50
of box-size 1:3h�1 Gpc with 15363 particles of mass
4:7� 1010h�1M� to assess a higher-resolution regime.
The simulations were performed on the supercomputer
zBox3 at the University of Zürich with the GADGET II

code [52]. The initial conditions were laid down at redshift
z ¼ 100 by perturbing a uniform mesh of particles with the
Zel’dovich approximation.

To generate halo catalogs, we employ a friends-of-
friends (FOF) algorithm [53] with a linking length equal
to 20% of the mean interparticle distance. For comparison,
we also generate halo catalogs using the AHF halo finder
developed by [54], which is based on the spherical over-
density (SO) method [55]. In this case, we assume an
overdensity threshold �cðzÞ being a decreasing function
of redshift, as dictated by the solution to the spherical
collapse of a tophat perturbation in a �CDM Universe
[56]. In both cases, we require a minimum of 20 particles
per halo, which corresponds to a minimum halo mass
Mmin ’ 5:9� 1012h�1M� for the simulations with 10243

particles. For Gaussian initial conditions the resulting total
number density of halos is �n ’ 7:0� 10�4h3 Mpc�3

and 4:2� 10�4h3 Mpc�3 for the FOF- and SO catalogs,
respectively. Note that the FOF mass estimate is on
average 20% higher than the SO mass estimate. For
our 15363-particles simulation we obtain Mmin ’
9:4� 1011h�1M� and �n ’ 4:0� 10�3h3 Mpc�3 resulting
from the FOF halo finder.

The binning of the halo density field into N consecutive
mass bins is done by sorting all halos by increasing mass
and dividing this ordered array into N bins with an equal
number of halos. The halos of each bin i 2 ½1 . . .N� are
selected separately to construct the halo density field �hi .

The density fields of dark matter and halos are first com-
puted in configuration space via interpolation of the parti-
cles onto a cubical mesh with 5123 grid points using a
cloud-in-cell mesh assignment algorithm [57]. We then
perform a fast fourier transform to compute the modes of
the fields in k-space.

For each of our Gaussian and non-Gaussian realizations,
we match the total number of halos to the one realization
with the least amount of them by discarding halos from
the low-mass end. This abundance matching technique
ensures that we eliminate any possible signature of
primordial non-Gaussianity induced by the unobservable

fNL-dependence of the halo mass function. It guarantees
a constant value 1= �n of the Poisson noise for both
Gaussian and non-Gaussian realizations. A dependence
of the Poisson noise on fNL would complicate the inter-
pretation of the Fisher information content. Note also that,
in order to calculate the derivative of a function F with
respect to fNL, we apply the linear approximation

@F
@fNL

’ F ðfNL ¼ þ100Þ �F ðfNL ¼ �100Þ
2� 100

; (41)

which exploits the statistics of all our non-Gaussian runs.
All the error bars quoted in this paper are computed from
the variance amongst our 12 realizations.

A. Effective bias and shot noise

At the two-point level and in Fourier space, the cluster-
ing of halos as described by Eq. (10) is determined by two
basic components: effective bias and shot noise. Since the
impact of primordial non-Gaussianity on the nonlinear
dark matter power spectrum P is negligible on large scales
(see Fig. 1), the dependence of both b and E on fNL must
be known if one wishes to constrain the latter. In the
following sections, we will examine this dependence in
our series of N-body simulations.

1. Effective bias

In the top left panel of Fig. 2, the effective bias b in the
fiducial Gaussian case (fNL ¼ 0) is shown for 30 consecu-
tive FOF halo mass bins as a function of wave number. In
the large-scale limit k ! 0, the measurements are consis-
tent with being scale-independent, as indicated by the
dotted lines which show the average of bðk; fNL ¼ 0Þ
over all modes with k 	 0:032h Mpc�1, denoted bG. At
larger wave numbers, the deviations can be attributed to
higher-order bias terms, which are most important at high
mass. Relative to the low-k averaged, scale-independent
Gaussian bias bG, these corrections tend to suppress the
effective bias at low mass, whereas they increase it at the
very high-mass end (see Eq. (17)). The right panel of
Fig. 2 shows the large-scale average bG as a function of
halo mass, as determined from 30 halo mass bins, each
with a number density of �n ’ 2:3� 10�5h3 Mpc�3. The
solid line is the linear-order bias as derived from the peak-
background split formalism [40,41]. We find a good
agreement with our N-body data, only at masses below
�8� 1012h�1M� deviations appear for halos with less
than �30 particles [58].
The bottom left panel of Fig. 2 depicts the derivative of b

with respect to fNL for each of the 30 mass bins. The
behavior is well described by the linear theory prediction
of Eq. (3), leading to a k�2-dependence on large scales
which is more pronounced for more massive halos (for
quantitative comparisons with simulations, see [31,32,59]).
Thus, the amplitude of this effect gradually diminishes
towards smaller scales and even disappears around
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k� 0:1h Mpc�1. Note that [31] argued for an

additional non-Gaussian bias correction which follows

from the fNL-dependence of the mass function. This

k-independent contribution should in principle be included
in Eq. (3). However, as can be seen in the lower left plot, it

is negligible in our approach (i.e., all curves approach zero

at high k) owing to the matching of halo abundances

between our Gaussian and non-Gaussian realizations.

2. Shot noise matrix

The shot noise matrix E has been studied using simula-
tions with Gaussian initial conditions in [14]. Figure 3
displays the eigenstructure of this matrix for fNL ¼ 0
(solid curves) and fNL ¼ �100 (dashed and dotted
curves). The left panel depicts all the eigenvalues (top)
and their derivatives with respect to fNL (bottom), while
the right panel shows the two important eigenvectors Vþ

FIG. 2 (color online). LEFT: Gaussian effective bias (top) and its derivative with respect to fNL (bottom) for the case of 30 mass bins.
The scale-independent part bG is plotted in dotted lines for each bin; it was obtained by averaging all modes with k 	 0:032h Mpc�1.
RIGHT: Large-scale averaged Gaussian effective bias bG from the left panel (dotted lines) plotted against mean halo mass. The solid
line depicts the linear-order bias derived from the peak-background split formalism. All error bars are obtained from the variance of
our 12 boxes to their mean. Results are shown for FOF halos at z ¼ 0.

FIG. 3 (color online). Eigenvalues (left panel) and eigenvectors (right panel) of the shot noise matrix E for fNL ¼ 0 (solid), þ100
(dashed) and �100 (dotted) in the case of 30 mass bins. Their derivatives with respect to fNL are plotted underneath. For clarity, only
the two eigenvectors V� along with their derivatives are shown in the right panel. The straight dotted line in the upper left panel depicts
the value 1= �n and the red (dot-dashed) curve in the top right panel shows b2ðMÞ computed from the peak-background split formalism,
scaled to the value of Vþ at M ’ 3� 1013h�1M�. Results are shown for FOF halos at z ¼ 0.
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and V� (top) along with their derivatives (bottom). The
eigenstructure of E is accurately described by Eq. (13),
even in the non-Gaussian case. Namely, we still find one
enhanced eigenvalue �þ and one suppressed eigenvalue

��. The remaining N � 2 eigenvalues �ðN�2Þ
P are degener-

ate with the value 1= �n, the Poisson noise expectation. This
means that our Gaussian bias-expansion model from
Eq. (16) still works to describe E in the weakly non-
Gaussian regime.

Note however that, owing to sampling variance, the
decomposition into eigenmodes becomes increasingly
noisy towards larger scales. This leads to an artificial
breaking of the eigenvalue degeneracy which manifests
itself as a scatter around the mean value 1= �n. This scatter
is the major contribution of sampling variance in the halo
covariance matrix Ch. Although we can eliminate most of

it by setting �ðN�2Þ
P � 1= �n, a residual degree of sampling

variance will remain in �þ and ��, as well as in b and P.
As is apparent from the left panel in Fig. 3, the

dominant eigenvalue �þ exhibits a small, but noticeable
fNL-dependence similar to that of E�2 in Fig. 1, which is
about 2% in this case. Its derivative, @�þ=@fNL, clearly
dominates the derivative of all other eigenvalues (which
are all consistent with zero due to matched abundances).
Only the derivative of the suppressed eigenvalue �� shows
a similar fNL-dependence of �2%, albeit at a much lower
absolute amplitude. To check the convergence of our re-
sults, we repeated the analysis with 100 and 200 bins and
found both derivatives of �þ and �� to increase, support-
ing an fNL-dependence of these eigenvalues.

By contrast, the eigenvectors Vþ and V� shown in the
right panel of Fig. 3 exhibit very little dependence on fNL
(the different lines are all on top of each other). The
derivatives of Vþ and V� with respect to fNL shown in
the lower panel reveal a very weak sensitivity to fNL which
is less than 0.5% for most of the mass bins (for the most
massive bin it reaches up to 1%). We repeated the same
analysis with 100 and 200 mass bins and found that the
relative differences between the measurements in Gaussian
and non-Gaussian simulations further decrease. We thus
conclude that the eigenvectors Vþ and V� can be assumed
independent of fNL to a very high accuracy.

Our findings demonstrate that the two-point statistics of
halos are sensitive to primordial non-Gaussianity beyond
the linear-order effect of Eq. (3) derived in [8,21,22].
However, the corrections are tiny if one considers a single
bin containing many halos of very different mass (see [37])
due to mutual cancellations from b2-terms of opposite sign.
Only two specific eigenmodes of the shot noise matrix
(corresponding to two different weightings of the halo
density field) inherit a significant dependence on fNL.
This is most prominently the case for the eigenmode
corresponding to the highest eigenvalue �þ. Its eigenvec-
tor, Vþ, is shown to be closely related to the second-order
bias b2 in Eq. (19). As can be seen in the upper right panel

of Fig. 3, Vþ measured from the simulations, and the
function b2ðMÞ calculated from the peak-background split
formalism [40,41], agree closely (note that b2ðMÞ has been
rescaled to match the normalized vector Vþ).
In the continuous limit this implies that weighting the

halo density field with b2ðMÞ selects the eigenmode with
eigenvalue �þ given in Eq. (20). Since �þ depends on fNL
through the quantity E�2 defined in Eq. (21), the resulting
weighted field will show the same fNL-dependence.
However, this fNL-dependence cannot immediately be ex-
ploited to constrain primordial non-Gaussianity, because
the Fourier modes of E�2 are heavily correlated due to the
convolution of � with itself in Eq. (21), and thus do not
contribute to the Fisher information independently. The
bottom line is that for increasingly massive halo bins
with large b2, the term E�2 makes an important contribu-
tion to the halo power spectrum and shows a significant
dependence on fNL. It is important to take into account this
dependence when attempting to extract the best-fit value of
fNL from high-mass clusters, so as to avoid a possible
measurement bias. Although it provides some additional
information on fNL, we will ignore it in the following and
quote only lower limits on the Fisher information content.

B. Constraints from halos and dark matter

Let us first assume the underlying dark matter density
field � is available in addition to the galaxy distribution.
Although this can in principle be achieved with weak-
lensing surveys using tomography, the spatial resolution
will not be comparable to that of galaxy surveys. To mimic
the observed galaxy distribution we will assume that
each dark matter halo (identified in the numerical simula-
tions) hosts exactly one galaxy. A further refinement in the
description of galaxies can be accomplished with the
specification of a halo occupation distribution for galaxies
[15,60], but we will not pursue this here. Instead, we
can think of the halo catalogs as a sample of central halo
galaxies from which satellites have been removed. We also
neglect the effects of baryons on the evolution of structure
formation, which are shown to be marginally influenced by
primordial non-Gaussianity at late times [60].

1. Single tracer: uniform weighting

In the simplest scenario we only consider one single halo
mass bin. In this case, all the observed halos (galaxies) of a
survey are correlated with the underlying dark matter
density field in Fourier space to determine their scale-
dependent effective bias, which can then be compared to
theoretical predictions. In practice, this translates into fit-
ting our theoretical model for the scale-dependent effective
bias, Eq. (3), to the Fourier modes of the density fields and
extracting the best fitting value of fNL together with its
uncertainty. For a single halo mass bin, we can employ
Eq. (36) and sum over all the Fourier modes.
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In the Gaussian simulations, we measure the scale-
independent effective bias bG via the estimator
h�h�i=h�2i and the shot noise E via hð�h � bG�Þ2i, and
average over all modes with k 	 0:032h Mpc�1. In prac-
tice, bG and E are not directly observable, but a theoretical
prediction based on the peak-background split [40,41] and
the halo model [14] provides a reasonable approximation
to the measured bG and E, respectively, (see Sec. V). Note
that for bins covering a wide range of halo masses, the
fNL-dependence of the shot noise is negligible [37] and it is
well approximated by its Gaussian expectation.

Figure 4 shows the best fits of Eq. (3) to the simulations
with fNL ¼ 0, �100 using all the halos of our FOF
(left panel) and SO catalogs (right panel). In order to
highlight the relative influence of fNL on the effective
bias, we normalize the measurements by the large-scale
Gaussian average bG and subtract unity. The resulting best-
fit values of fNL along with their one-sigma errors are
quoted in the lower right for each case of initial conditions.
The 68%-confidence region is determined by the condition
��2ðfNLÞ ¼ 1. Note that we include only Fourier modes
up to k ’ 0:032h Mpc�1 in the fit, as linear theory begins
to break down at higher wave numbers.

Obviously, the best-fit values for fNL measured from the
FOF halo catalogs are about 20% below the input values.
A suppression of the non-Gaussian correction to the bias of
FOF halos has already been reported by [32,59]. These
authors showed that the replacement �c ! q�c with
q ¼ 0:75 in Eq. (3) yields a good agreement with their
simulation data. In our framework, including this
‘‘q-factor’’ is equivalent to exchanging fNL ! fNL=q and
�fNL ! �fNL=q, owing to the linear scaling of Eq. (3) with

�c. Repeating the chi-square minimization with q ¼ 0:75

yields best-fit values that are consistent with our input
values, namely fNL ¼ þ107:0� 8:3, þ1:8� 8:7 and
�104:0� 8:5. In fact, the closest match to the input
fNL-values is obtained for a slightly larger q of ’ 0:8.
Note that [59] attributed this suppression to ellipsoidal

collapse. However, this conclusion seems rather unlikely
since ellipsoidal collapse increases the collapse threshold
or, equivalently, implies q > 1 [61]. A more sensible ex-
planation arises from the fact that a linking length of 0.2
times the mean interparticle distance can select regions
with an overdensity as low as �� 1=0:23 ¼ 125 (with
respect to the mean background density ��m), which is
much less than the virial overdensity �cðz ¼ 0Þ ’ 340
associated with a linear overdensity �c (see [56,62,63]).
Therefore, we may reasonably expect that, on average,
FOF halos with this linking length trace linear overden-
sities of height less than �c.
In the case of SO halos, however, we observe the oppo-

site trend. As is apparent in the right panel of Fig. 4, the
model from Eq. (3) overestimates the amplitude of primor-
dial non-Gaussianity by roughly 40%. This is somewhat
surprising since the overdensity threshold�c ’ 340 used to
identify the SO halos at z ¼ 0 is precisely the virial over-
density predicted by the spherical collapse of a linear
perturbation of height �c. As we will see shortly, however,
an optimal weighting of halos can remove this overshoot
and therefore noticeably improve the agreement between
model and simulations.

2. Single tracer: optimal weighting

As demonstrated in [14], the shot noise matrix E exhib-
its nonzero off-diagonal elements from correlations be-
tween halos of different mass. Thus, in order to extract

FIG. 4 (color online). Relative scale dependence of the effective bias from all FOF- (left panel) and SO halos (right panel) resolved
in our N-body simulations (Mmin ’ 5:9� 1012h�1M�), which are seeded with non-Gaussian initial conditions of the local type with
fNL ¼ þ100, 0, �100 (solid lines and data points from top to bottom). The solid lines show the best fit to the linear theory model of
Eq. (3), taking into account all the modes to the left of the arrow. The corresponding best-fit values are quoted in the bottom right of
each panel. The dotted lines show the model evaluated at the input values fNL ¼ þ100, 0,�100. The results assume knowledge of the
dark matter density field and an effective volume of Veff ’ 50h�3 Gpc3 at z ¼ 0.
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the full information on halo statistics, it is necessary to
include these correlations into our analysis. For this pur-
pose, we must employ the more general chi-square of
Eq. (35). The halo density field is split up into N consecu-
tive mass bins in order to construct the vector �h, and the
full shot noise matrix E must be considered.

However, this approach can be simplified, since we
know that E exhibits one particularly low eigenvalue ��.
Because the Fisher information content on fNL from
Eq. (39) is proportional to the inverse of E (this is true at
least for the dominant part �), it is governed by the
eigenmode corresponding to this eigenvalue. In [14] it
has been shown that this eigenmode dominates the cluster-
ing signal-to-noise ratio. In the continuous limit (infinitely
many bins), it can be projected out by performing an
appropriate weighting of the halo density field. The corre-
sponding weighting function, denoted as modified mass
weighting with functional form

wðMÞ ¼ MþM0; (42)

was found to minimize the stochasticity of halos with
respect to the dark matter. Here, M is the individual halo
mass and M0 a constant whose value depends on the
resolution of the simulation. It is approximately 3 times
the minimum resolved halo mass Mmin, so in this case
M0 ’ 1:8� 1013h�1 M�. The weighted halo density field
is computed as

�w ¼
P

i wðMiÞ�hiP
i wðMiÞ � wT�h

wT1
; (43)

where we have combined the weights of the individual
mass bins into a vector w in the last expression. Because
the chi-square in Eq. (35) is dominated by only one eigen-
mode, it simplifies to the form of Eq. (36) with the halo
field �h being replaced by the weighted halo field �w. Note

also that bG and E have to be replaced by the corresponding
weighted quantities (see [14]).
The results are shown in Fig. 5 for both FOF and SO

halos. We observe a remarkable reduction in the error on
fNL by a factor of �4� 6 (depending on the halo finder)
when replacing the uniform sample used in Fig. 4 by
the optimally weighted one. While for the FOF halos the
predicted amplitude of the non-Gaussian correction to the
halo bias still shows the 20% suppression (again, this can
be taken into account by introducing a q-factor into our fit),
for the SO halos the best-fit values of fNL now agree much
better with the input values, i.e., q ’ 1.
Therefore, the large discrepancy seen in Fig. 4 presum-

ably arises from noise in the SO mass assignment at low
mass. To ascertain whether this is the case, we repeat the
analysis, increasing the threshold for the minimum number
of particles per halo and discarding all halos below that
threshold. If this threshold reaches 40 particles per halo,
we find the best-fit fNL to be much closer to the input
values, namely fNL ¼ þ102:6� 4:6, þ2:1� 4:5 and
�103:5� 4:4. This suggests that most of the discrepancy
seen in the right panel of Fig. 4 is due to poorly resolved
halos of mass M & 2Mmin [58]. However, modified mass
weighting removes this discrepancy since halos at low
mass are given less weight.
Our findings are consistent with the ones of [31], where

the non-Gaussian bias of SO halos has been measured also
at higher redshifts and mass thresholds, and the results of
[64], where the fractional deviation from the Gaussian
mass function for both FOF and SO halos was presented
(see their Fig. 5). The remarkable improvement in the
constraints on fNL follows from the fact that the stochas-
ticity (shot noise) of the optimally weighted halo density
field is strongly suppressed with respect to the dark matter
[14]. This means that the fluctuations of the halo and the

FIG. 5 (color online). Same as Fig. 4, but for weighted halos that have minimum stochasticity relative to the dark matter. Note that
the one-sigma errors on fNL are reduced by a factor of�5 compared to uniform weighting. In the case of SO halos the input values for
fNL are well recovered by the best-fit, while FOF halos still show a suppression of �20% (q ’ 0:8) in the best-fit fNL.
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dark matter overdensity fields are more tightly correlated
and the variance of the estimator h�h�i=h�2i for the effec-
tive bias is minimized. Also, cosmic variance fluctuations
inherent in both � and �h are canceled in this ratio (see
Appendix C). Since the scale dependence of this estimator
is a direct probe of primordial non-Gaussianity, the error on
fNL is significantly reduced. At the same time, modified
mass weighting increases the magnitude of bG. We will
show below that the constraints on fNL are indeed opti-
mized with this approach.

Finally, we can test our assumption about the likelihood
function as defined in Eq. (22) being of a Gaussian form
and thus yielding the correct Fisher information. Non-
Gaussian corrections could arise from correlated k-modes
in the covariance matrix (as present in the eigenmode �þ
of the shot noise matrix), preventing the Fisher information
from being a single integral over k. The error �b on the
effective bias in Figs. 4 and 5 is determined from the
variance amongst our sample of 12 realizations and thus
provides an independent way of testing the value for �fNL :

from Eq. (3) we can determine �fNL ¼ �b=ðbG � 1Þuðk; zÞ
and compare it to the value obtained from the chi-square fit
with Eq. (35). Applying the two methods, we find no
significant differences in �fNL , so at least up to the second

moment of the likelihood function, the assumption of it
being Gaussian seems reasonable for the considered values
of fNL.

3. Multiple tracers

Let us now estimate the minimal error on fNL achievable
with a given galaxy survey for the general case, dividing
halos into multiple mass bins. The Fisher information is
given by Eq. (39) or (29), depending on whether the dark
matter density field is known or not, and the minimal error
on fNL is determined via integration over all observed
modes in the volume V,

��2
fNL

¼ V

2�2

Z kmax

kmin

FfNLfNLðkÞk2dk: (44)

The largest modes with wave number kmin ¼ 2�=Lbox ’
0:0039h Mpc�1 available from our N-body simulations
are smaller than the largest modes in a survey of
50h�3 Gpc3 volume (kmin ’ 0:0017h Mpc�1), since we
only obtain an effective volume by considering 12 smaller
simulation boxes. Because the signal from fNL is strongest
at low k, our results slightly underestimate the total Fisher
information. However, we can roughly estimate that
on larger scales (kmin < 0:0039h Mpc�1), FfNLfNLðkÞ �
u2ðkÞPðkÞ � k�4kns [see Eqs. (4), (29), and (39), as well

as Figs. 6 and 8], and thus �fNL � lnðkmax=kminÞ�1=2 as-

suming ns ’ 1, a relatively weak dependence on kmin. In
our case this amounts to an overestimation of �fNL by

roughly 20%.

Note that we only consider the fNL-fNL-element of the
Fisher matrix. In principle we would have to consider
various other parameters of our cosmology and then
marginalize over them, i.e., compute ðF�1ÞfNLfNL [65].

However, any degeneracy with cosmological parameters
is largely eliminated when multiple tracers are considered,
since the underlying dark matter density field mostly can-
cels out in this approach [9]. A mathematical demonstra-
tion of this fact is presented in Appendix C.
Recent studies have developed a gauge-invariant de-

scription of the observable large-scale power spectrum
consistent with general relativity [66–72]. In particular, it
has been noted that the general relativistic corrections to
the usually adopted Newtonian treatment leave a signature
in the galaxy power spectrum that is very similar to the one
caused by primordial non-Gaussianity of the local type
[73–75]. However, in a multitracer analysis the two effects
can be distinguished sufficiently well, so that the ability to
detect primordial non-Gaussianity is little compromised in
the presence of general relativistic corrections [76].
In order to make the most conservative estimates we will

discard all the terms featuringE0 in the Fisher matrix, since
it is not obvious howmuch information on fNL can actually
be extracted from the shot noise matrix. E is indeed close
to a pure white-noise quantity and we find its Fourier
modes to be highly correlated. Therefore, in order to ex-
tract residual information on fNL, one would have to
decorrelate those modes through an inversion of the corre-
lation matrix among k-bins (see [77]). However, in light of
the limited volume of our simulations this can be a fairly
noisy procedure, especially when the halo distribution is
additionally split into narrow mass bins. Hence, for the
Fisher information content on fNL assuming knowledge of
both halos and dark matter, we will retain only the first
term in Eq. (39) and provide a lower limit:

FfNLfNL 
 � � b0TE�1b0P: (45)

To calculate FfNLfNL , we measure the functions bðkÞ,
b0ðkÞ, EðkÞ and PðkÞ from our N-body simulations (see
Figs. 1–3). In order to mitigate sampling variance in the
multibin case, we then use Eq. (13) to recalculate the shot

noise matrix. Namely, we set all the eigenvalues �ðN�2Þ
P

equal to the average value 1= �n, and measure �þ, ��, as
well as Vþ and V� directly from the numerical eigende-
composition of E.
Figure 6 depicts FfNLfNLðkÞ and �fNLðkmaxÞ with fixed

kmin ¼ 0:0039h Mpc�1 for the cases of 1, 3, 10 and 30 halo
mass bins. Clearly, the finer the sampling into mass bins,
the higher the information content on fNL. The weighted
halo density field with minimal stochasticity relative to
the dark matter (corresponding to a continuous sampling
of infinitely many bins) yields more than a factor of 6
reduction in �fNL when compared to a single mass bin of

uniformly weighted halos. This improvement agrees rea-
sonably well with that seen in Figs. 4 and 5, although the
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estimates for �fNL are slightly larger than those we

obtained from the fitting procedure. This may be
expected, since we only obtain an upper limit on �fNL

from Eqs. (44) and (45).
The inflection around k� 0:1h Mpc�1 in FfNLfNL and

�fNL marks a breakdown of the linear model from Eq. (9).

We should not trust our results too much at high wave
number, where higher-order contributions to the non-
Gaussian effective bias may become important. It should
also be noted that the inflection disappears for the weighted
field, suggesting numerical issues to be less problematic in
that case.

Further improvements can be achieved when going to
lower halo masses (see Sec. V): the error on fNL is
proportional to the shot noise of the halo density field
(Eq. (40)), which itself is a function of the minimum
halo mass Mmin. References [14,15] numerically investi-
gated the extent to which the shot noise depends on Mmin

and proposed a method based on the halo model for
extrapolating it to lower mass. It predicts the shot noise
of the weighted halo density field to decrease linearly with
Mmin, anticipating about 2 orders of magnitude further
reduction in E when resolving halos down to Mmin ’
1010h�1M�. In terms of fNL-constraints this is however
somewhat mitigated by the fact that the Gaussian bias also
decreases withMmin, so the non-Gaussian correction to the
effective bias in Eq. (3) gets smaller. Furthermore, [14]
studied the effect of adding random noise to the halo mass
(to mimic scatter between halo mass and the observables
such as galaxy luminosity), while [15] explored the red-
shift dependence of the optimally weighted halo density
field and extended the method to halo occupation distribu-
tions for galaxies.

C. Constraints from halos

The scenario described above is optimistic in the sense
that it assumes the dark matter density field is available. In
the following section we will show that it is possible to
considerably improve the constraints on fNL even without
this assumption. This is perhaps not surprising in light of
the results in [14,15], where it was argued that halos can be
used to reconstruct the dark matter to arbitrary precision, as
long as they are resolved down to the required low-mass
threshold.

1. Single tracer

Considering a single halo mass bin, we must again sum
over all the Fourier modes in Eq. (25) and minimize this
chi-square with respect to fNL. Although we pretend to
have no knowledge of the dark matter distribution, we
determine bG and E from our simulations. In realistic
applications, however, these quantities will have to be
accurately modeled. In addition, we use the linear power
spectrum P0ðkÞ instead of the simulated nonlinear dark
matter power spectrum PðkÞ in Eq. (25).
Since, in this case, we cannot determine the scale-

dependent effective bias directly from the estimator
h�h�i=h�2i, we define the new estimator

b̂ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h�2

hi � E
P0

s
; (46)

which solely depends on the two-point statistics of halos.
In Fig. 7 we plot this estimator together with the best-fit
solutions for the scale-dependent effective bias obtained
from the chi-square fit of Eq. (25). The left panel depicts
the results obtained for uniform FOF halos. Compared to

FIG. 6 (color online). Fisher information (left panel) and one-sigma error on fNL (right panel, kmin ¼ 0:0039h Mpc�1, Veff ’
50h�3 Gpc3) from simulations of FOF halos and dark matter at z ¼ 0. The lines show the results for 1 (solid black), 3 (dotted blue), 10
(dashed green) and 30 (dot-dashed red) uniform halo mass bins, as well as for 1 weighted bin (long-dashed yellow).
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the previous case with dark matter, we observe the con-
straints on fNL to be weaker by a factor of �3. The main
reason for this difference is the fact that sampling variance
inherent in �h is not canceled out by subtracting �, as is

done in Eq. (36). This can also be seen in the estimator b̂,
where a division of the smooth linear power spectrum P0

does not cancel the cosmic variance inherent in h�2
hi.

Hence, b̂ shows significantly stronger fluctuations than
b ¼ h�h�i=h�2i, which demonstrates how well the basic
idea of sampling variance cancellation works.

Exchanging the uniform halo field �h with the weighted
one, �w, the constraints on fNL improve by about a factor
of 2–3, as can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 7. However,
this improvement is mainly due to the larger value of bG of
the weighted sample, since the relative scatter among the
data points remains unchanged. This is expected, because
we do not consider a second tracer (e.g., the dark matter) in
this case, and therefore do not cancel cosmic variance.

Comparing the uncertainty on fNL obtained from
Eq. (23) with the one determined via the variance

of b̂ amongst our 12 realizations, we can check once
more the assumption of a Gaussian likelihood as given
in Eq. (22). Again, we find both methods to yield con-
sistent values for �fNL , suggesting any non-Gaussian cor-

rections to the likelihood function to be negligible at this
order.

2. Multiple tracers

If we want to exploit the gains from sampling variance
cancellation in the case where the dark matter density field
is not available, we have to perform a multitracer analysis

of halos (see Appendix C), which is the focus of this
section. We now consider Eq. (23) for the chi-square fit.
In order to calculate the Fisher information, we use
Eq. (29) and thus neglect any possible contribution emerg-
ing from the fNL-dependence of the shot noise matrix E.
Numerical results for the Fisher information content and

the one-sigma error on fNL are shown in Fig. 8 for 1, 3, 10
and 30 uniform FOF halo mass bins, as well as for 1
weighted bin. Clearly, the cases of 10 and 30 uniform
bins outperform a single bin of the weighted field in terms
of Fisher information. This suggests that further improve-
ments compared to the single weighted halo field can be
achieved when all the correlations of sufficiently many
halo mass bins are taken into account.
In principle, wewant to split the halo density field into as

many mass bins as possible and extrapolate the results to
the limit of infinitely many bins (continuous limit). Note
that in the high-sampling limit of �n ! 1, FfNLfNL from

Eq. (30) is limited to 2ðb0=bÞ2, whereas the same quantity
for several mass bins, Eq. (29), may surpass this bound (see
Sec. V). In Sec. IVB we showed that a single optimally
weighted halo sample combined with the dark matter
reaches the continuous limit in FfNLfNL , which corresponds

to a splitting into infinitely many bins in the multitracer
approach. It is unclear, whether a similar goal can be
achieved from halos alone, e.g., by considering two differ-
ently weighted tracers that would preserve all of the infor-
mation on fNL, because we do not know the continuous
limit of the Fisher information in that case. We will there-
fore turn to theoretical predictions by the halo model in the
following paragraph.

FIG. 7 (color online). Relative scale dependence of the effective bias b̂ estimated from all uniform (left panel) and weighted FOF
halos (right panel) resolved in our N-body simulations (Mmin ’ 5:9� 1012h�1M�), which are seeded with non-Gaussian initial
conditions of the local type with fNL ¼ þ100, 0, �100 (solid lines and data points from top to bottom). The solid lines show the best
fit to the linear theory model of Eq. (3), taking into account all the modes to the left of the arrow. The corresponding best-fit values are
quoted in the bottom right of each panel. The dotted lines show the model evaluated at the input values fNL ¼ þ100, 0, �100. The
results assume no knowledge of the dark matter density field and an effective volume of Veff ’ 50h�3 Gpc3 at z ¼ 0.
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V. HALO MODEL PREDICTIONS

A useful theoretical framework for the description of
dark matter and halo clustering is given by the halo model
(see, e.g., [38]). Despite its limitations [39], the halo model
achieves remarkable agreement with the results from
N-body simulations [14,38]. In particular, it provides an
analytical expression for the shot noise matrix in the fidu-
cial Gaussian case, given by

E ¼ �n�1I� bMT �MbT; (47)

where M � M= ��m � bhnM2i=2 ��2
m and M is a vector

containing the mean halo mass of each bin (see [14] for
the derivation). The Poisson model is recovered when we
set M ¼ 0. Here, b can be determined by integrating the
peak-background split bias bðMÞ over the Sheth-Tormen
halo mass function dn=dM [40] in each mass bin. The
expression hnM2i= ��2

m originates from the dark matter one-
halo term, so it does not depend on halo mass and from our
suite of simulations we determine its Gaussian value to
be ’ 418h�3 Mpc3 at z ¼ 0 and ’ 45h�3 Mpc3 at z ¼ 1.
In the case of one single mass bin, Eq. (47) reduces to
E ¼ �n�1 � 2bM= ��m þ b2hnM2i= ��2

m, while if we project
out the lowest eigenmode V� and normalize, we obtain the
weighted shot noise

E w � VT�EV�
ðVT�1Þ2

¼ ��
VT�V�
ðVT�1Þ2

: (48)

The eigenvalues �� with eigenvectors V� can be found
from Eq. (47),

�� ¼ �n�1 �MTb�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MTMbTb

p
; (49)

V � ¼ N ��1

�
M=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MTM

p
� b=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bTb

p �
; (50)

where

N � �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2� 2MTb=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MTMbTb

pq
(51)

is a normalization constant to guarantee VT�V� ¼ 1. It is
easily verified that VT�V� ¼ 0, i.e., they are orthogonal.
In the continuous limit of infinitely many bins (N ! 1) we
can replace V� by the smooth function

V� ¼ N ��1

�
M=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hM2i

q
� b=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hb2i

q �
; (52)

and obtain

E w ¼ ð �n�1
tot � hMbi �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hM2ihb2i

q
Þ hV

2�i
hV�i2

; (53)

bw ¼ hV�bi
hV�i ; (54)

where bw is the weighted effective bias and we exchanged
the vector products by integrals over the mass function:

x Ty ! N

�ntot

Z Mmax

Mmin

dn

dM
ðMÞxðMÞyðMÞdM � Nhxyi; (55)

�n tot ¼
Z Mmax

Mmin

dn

dM
ðMÞdM � N �n: (56)

Figure 9 depicts the halo model prediction for the scale-
independent Gaussian bias bG and shot noise E as a func-
tion of minimum halo mass Mmin at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ 1 for
both the uniform and the weighted case of a single mass
bin. Simulation results are overplotted as symbols for a few
Mmin [we approximate the weighting function V�ðMÞ by

FIG. 8 (color online). Fisher information (left panel) and one-sigma error on fNL (right panel, kmin ¼ 0:0039h Mpc�1, Veff ’
50h�3 Gpc3) from simulations of FOF halos only (z ¼ 0). The lines show the results for 1 (solid black), 3 (dotted blue), 10 (dashed
green) and 30 (dot-dashed red) uniform halo mass bins, as well as for 1 weighted bin (long-dashed yellow).
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wðMÞ from Eq. (42) in the simulations]. Obviously, modi-
fied mass weighting increases bG, especially when going to
lower halo masses. It is also worth noticing that in contrast
to the uniform case, bG is always greater than unity when
weighted by wðMÞ (at least in the considered mass
range). Going to higher redshift further increases bG at
any given Mmin.

For the shot noise we observe the opposite behavior:
modified mass weighting leads to a suppression of E, which
is increasingly pronounced towards lower halo masses.
Moreover, it is always below the Poisson-model prediction
of �n�1

tot . Our N-body simulation results generally confirm
this trend (at least down to our resolution limit), although
the halo model slightly underestimates the suppression of
shot noise between uniform and weighted halos at lower
Mmin. At higher redshifts, this suppression becomes
smaller at given Mmin, but the magnitude of Ew at z ¼ 1
approaches the one at z ¼ 0 towards low Mmin and is still
small compared to the Poisson-model prediction of �n�1

tot .

A. Single tracer

With predictions for bG and E at hand, we can directly
compute the expected Fisher information content on fNL
from a single halo mass bin. If the dark matter density field
is known we apply Eq. (40), if it is not we use Eq. (30). In
order to obtain most conservative results, we neglect terms
featuring derivatives of the shot noise with respect to fNL.
We then apply Eq. (44) with kmin ¼ 0:0039h Mpc�1,
kmax ¼ 0:032h Mpc�1 and V ’ 50h�3 Gpc3 to compute
the one-sigma error forecast for fNL.

Results are shown in Fig. 10 for z ¼ 0. When the dark
matter density field is available (red lines and filled sym-
bols), weighting the halos (red dashed lines and filled

circles) is always superior to the conventional uniform
case (red solid lines and filled squares), especially when
going to lower halo masses. In particular, �fNL substan-

tially decreases with decreasing Mmin in the weighted
case, while for uniform halos it shows a spike at Mmin ’
1:4� 1012h�1M�. This happens when bG becomes unity
and the non-Gaussian correction to the halo bias in Eq. (3)
vanishes, leaving no signature of fNL in the effective bias.
Since in the weighted case bG > 1 for all consideredMmin,
this spike does not appear, although we notice that the error
on fNL begins to increase below Mmin � 1011h�1M�.
The simulation results are overplotted as symbols for a

few values of Mmin, the agreement with the halo model
predictions is remarkable. Note that the first two
data-points at Mmin ¼ 9:4� 1011h�1M� and Mmin ¼
2:35� 1012h�1M� resulting from our high-resolution
simulation were scaled to the effective volume of our 12
low-resolution boxes. The simulations yield a minimum
error of �fNL ’ 0:8 at Mmin ’ 1012h�1M� in the optimally

weighted case with the dark matter available. This value is
even lower than what is anticipated by the halo model
(�fNL ’ 1).

The results without the dark matter are shown as blue
lines and open symbols. �fNL exhibits a minimum at

Mmin ’ 1014h�1M� with �fNL � 10 for both uniform and

weighted halos. Thus, weighting the halos does not de-
crease the lowest possible error on fNL from the uniform
case, as expected. This suggests that only the highest-mass
halos (clusters at z ¼ 0) need to be considered to optimally
constrain fNL from a single-bin survey without observa-
tions of the dark matter.
In the limit of �n ! 1, FfNLfNL ! 2ðb0=bÞ2. Then, ac-

cording to Eq. (3) for high Mmin, b
0 ! bGu, and hence

FIG. 9 (color online). Halo model predictions for the mean scale-independent Gaussian bias (left panel) and shot noise (right panel)
as a function of minimum halo mass from uniform- (solid lines) and weighted halos (dashed lines) from a single mass bin at z ¼ 0
(blue) and z ¼ 1 (red). N-body simulation results are overplotted, respectively, as squares and circles for different low-mass cuts. The
dotted line in the left panel depicts bG ¼ 1, the ones in the right panel show the Poisson-model shot noise �n�1

tot .
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FfNLfNL ! 2u2 becomes independent of Mmin. The corre-

sponding �fNL in the limit �n ! 1 is plotted in Fig. 10 for

both uniform- (thin blue solid line) and weighted halos
(thin blue dashed line) and it indeed approaches a constant
value at high Mmin. It is about a factor of 2 below the
minimum in �fNL without setting �n ! 1.

The results for redshift z ¼ 1 are presented in Fig. 11. In
comparison to Fig. 10 one can observe that all the curves
are shifted towards the lower left of the plot, i.e., the
constraints on fNL improve with increasing redshift. This
is mainly due to the increase of the Gaussian effective bias
bG with z, as evident from the left panel of Fig. 9. For
example, the location of the spikes in �fNLðMminÞ requires
bG ¼ 1. At z ¼ 1 this condition is fulfilled at lower Mmin

( ’ 5� 1010h�1M�) than at z ¼ 0, thus shifting the
spikes to the left. Further, since the Fisher information
from Eqs. (30) and (40) increases with bG, �fNLðMminÞ
decreases, especially at low Mmin.

In the case of optimally weighted halos with knowledge
of the dark matter, our simulations suggest �fNL ’ 0:6

when reaching Mmin ’ 1012h�1M� at z ¼ 1, in good
agreement with the halo model. It even forecasts �fNL ’
0:2 when including halos down to Mmin ’ 1010h�1M�.

B. Multiple tracers

The more general strategy for constraining fNL from a
galaxy survey is to consider all auto- and cross-correlations
between tracers of different mass, namely, the halo

covariance matrix Ch. If the dark matter density field is
known, one can add the correlations with this field and
determine C. The Fisher information on fNL is then given
by Eq. (29) and (39), respectively. Again, the halo model
can be applied to make predictions on the Fisher informa-
tion content. In Appendix D, the analytical expressions for
�, 	 and � are derived for arbitrarily many mass bins and
the continuous limit of infinite bins.
The dotted lines in Fig. 10 show the halo model pre-

dictions at z ¼ 0 in this continuous limit of infinitely many
mass bins. When the dark matter is available (red dotted
line), �fNL coincides with the results from the optimally

weighted one-bin case (dashed red lines). This confirms
our claim that with the dark matter density field at hand,
modified mass weighting is the optimal choice for con-
straining fNL and yields the maximal Fisher information
content. Only below Mmin � 1012h�1M� the optimally
weighted halo field becomes slightly inferior to the case
of infinite bins.
From multiple bins of halos without the dark matter

(blue dotted line) we observe a different behavior. While
at highMmin the error on fNL still matches the results from
one mass bin, either uniform (blue solid line) or weighted
(blue dashed line), below Mmin � 1014h�1M� it departs
towards lower values and finally reaches the same continu-
ous limit as in the case where the dark matter is available
at Mmin � 1010h�1M�. Thus, galaxies in principle suffice
to yield optimal constraints on fNL, however, one has to go
to very low halo mass.

FIG. 10 (color online). Halo model predictions for the one-sigma error on fNL (inferred from an effective volume of Veff ’
50h�3 Gpc3, taking into account all modes with 0:0039h Mpc�1 	 k 	 0:032h Mpc�1 at z ¼ 0) as a function of minimum halo mass
from uniform- (solid lines) and weighted halos (dashed lines) from a single mass bin. The N-body simulation results are overplotted,
respectively, as squares and circles for different low-mass cuts. Results that assume knowledge of halos and the dark matter are plotted
in red (filled symbols), those that only consider halos are depicted in blue (open symbols). The dotted lines (triangles) show the results
from splitting the halo catalog into multiple mass bins and taking into account the full halo covariance matrix in calculating FfNLfNL .

The high-sampling limit for one mass bin ( �n ! 1, FfNLfNL ¼ 2ðb0=bÞ2) is overplotted for the uniform- (thin solid line) and the

weighted case (thin dashed line). Arrows show the effect of adding a log-normal scatter of �lnM ¼ 0:5 to all halo masses, they are
omitted in all cases where the scatter has negligible impact.
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FIG. 11 (color online). Same as Fig. 10 at z ¼ 1.

FIG. 12 (color online). Same as Figs. 10 and 11 at higher redshifts, as indicated in the bottom right of each panel. Here, only the halo
model predictions are shown.
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Our simulation results for multiple bins (triangles in
Fig. 10) support this conclusion. Although we can only
consider a limited number of mass bins in the numerical
analysis (we used N ¼ 30 for our 12 low-res boxes
and N ¼ 10 for our high-res box), the continuous limit of
the halo model can be approached closely. However, note
that residuals of sampling variance in the numerical deter-
mination of E, as described in Sec. IVB and shown in
Fig. 3, can result in an overestimation of FfNLfNL . This

is especially the case when the number of mass bins N is
high, resulting in a low halo number density per
bin �n. Hence, we chose N such that the influence of
sampling variance on our results is negligible, and yet
clear improvements compared to the single-tracer case
are established.

One concern in practical applications is scatter in the
halo mass estimation. Although X-ray cluster-mass proxies
show very tight correlations with halo mass with a log-
normal scatter of �lnM & 0:1 [78,79], optical mass-
estimators are more likely to have �lnM ’ 0:5 [80]. We
applied a log-normal mass scatter of �lnM ¼ 0:5 to all of
our halo masses and repeated the numerical analysis for all
the cases (symbols) shown in Fig. 10. The arrows in that
figure show the effect of adding the scatter, pointing to
the new (higher) value of �fNL . We find the effect of the

applied mass scatter to be negligible in most of the con-
sidered cases (arrows omitted). Only in the case of one
weighted halo bin with knowledge of the dark matter
(red filled circles) we observe a moderate weakening in
fNL-constraints, especially towards lower Mmin. This is
expected, since we make most heavy use of the halo masses
when applying modified mass weighting. Yet, the improve-
ment compared to the uniform one-bin case remains sub-
stantial, so the method is still beneficial in the presence of
mass scatter.

At higher redshifts, we observe the same characteristics
as in the single-tracer case: the �fNL-curves are shifted

towards the lower left of the plot in Fig. 11, due to the
increase in the effective bias with z. Moreover, the
impact of mass scatter on �fNL becomes less severe at

higher redshifts, as evident from the smaller arrows in
Fig. 11 as compared to Fig. 10. High-redshift data are
therefore more promising for constraining fNL. This is
good news, since the relatively large effective volume
assumed in the current analysis (Veff ’ 50h�3 Gpc3) can
only be reached in practical applications when going to
z� 1 or higher.

On the other hand, the convergence of the constraints
obtained with and without the dark matter is pushed to even
lower halo masses at higher redshifts. This can be seen in
Fig. 12, where we show the halo model predictions for
even higher redshifts, going up to z ¼ 5. With a mass
threshold of Mmin ¼ 1010h�1M�, the optimal constraints
on fNL from only halos start to saturate above z ’ 2,
where �fNL ’ 0:5. This is however not the case when

the dark matter is available: the error on fNL decreases
monotonically up to z ¼ 5 reaching �fNL ’ 0:06, although

for practical purposes it will be difficult to achieve this
limit. Yet, reaching �fNL � 1 at z ¼ 1 and Mmin �
1011h�1M� with a survey volume of about 50h�3 Gpc3

seems realistic.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this work is to assess the amount of infor-
mation on primordial non-Gaussianity that can be ex-
tracted from the two-point statistics of halo- and dark
matter large-scale structure in light of shot noise suppres-
sion and sampling variance cancellation techniques
that have been suggested in the literature. For this purpose
we developed a theoretical framework for calculating
the Fisher information content on fNL that relies on
minimal assumptions for the covariance matrix of
halos in Fourier space. The main ingredients of this model
are the effective bias and the shot noise matrix, both of
which we measure from N-body simulations and compare
to analytic predictions. Our results can be summarized as
follows:

(i) On large scales the effective bias agrees well with
linear theory predictions from the literature, while
towards smaller scales, it shows deviations that can
be explained by the local bias-expansion model. The
shot noise matrix exhibits two nontrivial eigenvalues
�þ and ��, both of which show a considerable
dependence on fNL. We further show that the eigen-
vector Vþ is closely related to the second-order bias
and that the corresponding eigenvalue �þ depends
on the shot noise of the squared dark matter density
field E�2 , which itself depends on fNL weakly. This
property can become important when constraining
fNL from very high-mass halos (clusters). However,
since the Fourier modes of E�2 are highly correlated,
it is questionable how much information on primor-
dial non-Gaussianity can be gained from the
fNL-dependence of the shot noise matrix. We dem-
onstrate, though, that for the considered values of
fNL the assumption of a Gaussian form of the like-
lihood function is sufficient to determine the correct
Fisher information.

(ii) With the help of N-body simulations we demon-
strate how the parameter fNL can be constrained
and its error reduced relative to traditional methods
by applying optimal weighting- and multiple-
tracer techniques to the halos. For our specific
simulation setup withMmin � 1012h�1M�, we reach
almost 1 order of magnitude improvements in
fNL-constraints at z ¼ 0, even if the dark matter
density field is not available. The absolute con-
straints on fNL depend on the effective volume
and the minimal halo mass that is resolved in the
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simulations, or observed in the data, and are
expected to improve further when higher redshifts
or lower-mass halos are considered.

(iii) We confirm the existence of a suppression factor
(denoted q-factor in the literature) in the amplitude
of the linear theory correction to the non-Gaussian
halo bias. We argue that this only holds for halos
generated with a friends-of-friends finding algo-
rithm and depends on the specified linking length
between halo particles. For a linking length of
20% of the mean interparticle distance, our simu-
lations yield q ’ 0:8. For halos generated with a
spherical overdensity finder, we demonstrate that
the best-fit values of fNL measured from the simu-
lations are fairly consistent with the input values,
i.e., q ’ 1.

(iv) We calculate the Fisher information content from
the two-point statistics of halos and dark matter in
Fourier space, both analytically and numerically,
and express the results in terms of an effective bias,
a shot noise matrix and the dark matter power
spectrum. In the case of a single mass bin and
assuming knowledge of the dark matter density
field, the Fisher information is inversely propor-
tional to the shot noise and, therefore, not bounded
from above if the shot noise vanishes. However,
when only the halo distribution is available, the
Fisher information remains finite even in the limit
of zero shot noise. In this case, the amount of
information on fNL can only be increased by divid-
ing the halos into multiple mass bins (multiple
tracers).

(v) Utilizing the halo model we calculate �fNL and find

a remarkable agreement with our simulation results.
We show that in the continuous limit of infinite
mass bins, optimal constraints on fNL can in princi-
ple be achieved even in the case where dark matter
observations are not available. With an effective
survey volume of ’ 50h�3 Gpc3 out to scales of
kmin ’ 0:004h Mpc�1 this means �fNL � 1 when

halos down to Mmin � 1011h�1M� are observed at
z ¼ 0. In comparison to this, a single-tracer method
yields fNL-constraints that are weaker by about 1
order of magnitude. Further improvements are ex-
pected at higher redshifts and lower Mmin, poten-
tially reaching the level of �fNL & 0:1.

(vi) In realistic applications, additional sources of
noise, such as a scatter in halo mass will have to
be considered. We test the impact of adding a log-
normal scatter of �lnM ¼ 0:5 to our halo masses
and find our results to be relatively unaffected.
Assuming the dark matter to be available to
correlate against halos is even more uncertain.
Weak-lensing tomography can only measure the
dark matter over a broad radial projection and

more work is needed to see how far this
approach can be pushed. Moreover, one
would also need to include weak-lensing ellipticity
noise into the analysis, which we have not done
here.

We conclude that the shot noise suppression method
(modified mass weighting) as presented in [14] when the
dark matter density field is available, and the sampling
variance cancellation technique (multiple tracers) as
proposed in [9] when it is not, have the potential to
significantly improve the constraints on primordial
non-Gaussianity from current and future large-scale
structure data. In [16] it was found (their Fig. 15) that
while the power spectrum analysis of a single tracer with
Mmin � 1014h�1M� (close to our optimal mass for a
single tracer without the dark matter) predicts �fNL � 10

for Veff ’ 50h�3 Gpc3, in good agreement with our results,
the bispectrum analysis improves this to �fNL � 5. Our

results suggest that the multi-tracer analysis of the
halo power spectrum can improve upon a single-tracer
bispectrum analysis, potentially reaching significantly
smaller errors on fNL. In principle the multi-tracer ap-
proach can also be applied to the halo bispectrum,
but it is not clear how much one can benefit from it,
since the dominant terms in the bispectrum do not
feature any additional scale dependence that changes
with tracer-mass.
In this paper we only focused on primordial non-

Gaussianity of the local type and the two-point
correlation analysis. Yet, our techniques can be applied
to some, but not all, other models of primordial
non-Gaussianity, which have only recently been studied
in simulations [81–86]. Theoretical calculations of the
non-Gaussian halo bias generally suggest different
degrees of scale dependence and amplitudes depending
on the model [87–91]. Our methods may help to test those
various classes of primordial non-Gaussianity and thus
provide a tool to probe the physics of the very early
Universe.
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APPENDIX A: FISHER INFORMATION ON
PRIMORDIAL NON-GAUSSIANITY FROM

THE COVARIANCE OF HALOS

Plugging Eq. (27) into Eq. (26) and using the cyclicity of
the trace yields

FfNLfNL ¼
1

2
Tr

�
@Ch

@fNL
C�1

h

@Ch

@fNL
C�1

h

�

¼ 1

2
Tr½ðb0bTC�1

h Pþ bb0TC�1
h Pþ E0C�1

h Þ2�
¼ bTC�1

h bb0TC�1
h b0P2 þ bTC�1

h b0bTC�1
h b0P2

þ 2bTC�1
h E0C�1

h b0Pþ 1

2
TrðE0C�1

h E0C�1
h Þ:
(A1)

Applying Eq. (28) yields

b TC�1
h bP ¼ �� �2

1þ �
¼ �

1þ �
; (A2)

b TC�1
h b0P ¼ 	� 	�

1þ �
¼ 	

1þ �
; (A3)

b 0TC�1
h b0P ¼ �� 	2

1þ �
¼ �þ ��� 	2

1þ �
; (A4)

b TC�1
h E0C�1

h b0P ¼ �� ��þ 	

1þ �
þ �	

ð1þ �Þ2 ; (A5)

1

2
TrðE0C�1

h E0C�1
h Þ ¼ 
þ �

1þ �
þ 2=2

ð1þ �Þ2 ; (A6)

where

�� bTE�1bP; 	� bTE�1b0P; �� b0TE�1b0P;
(A7)

 � �bTðE�1Þ0bP; � � �bTðE�1Þ0b0P; (A8)

� � bTðE�1Þ0EðE�1Þ0bP; (A9)


 � 1

2
TrðE0E�1E0E�1Þ: (A10)

Finally, we get

FfNLfNL

¼ ð1þ�Þð��þ 2���Þþ ð1��Þ	2þð=2� 2	Þ
ð1þ�Þ2

þ 
: (A11)

For a single mass bin we have �� ¼ 	2, �� ¼ 	,
�� ¼ 2, �� ¼ �2 and �
 ¼ �=2. In this case,
Eq. (A11) becomes

FfNLfNL ¼ 2

�
	þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi


=2
p

1þ �

�
2 ¼ 2

�
bb0Pþ E0=2
b2Pþ E

�
2
: (A12)

APPENDIX B: FISHER INFORMATION ON
PRIMORDIAL NON-GAUSSIANITY FROM THE
COVARIANCE OF HALOS AND DARK MATTER

Now we need to work out Eq. (26) by plugging in
Eq. (37) and (38). Let us first note that

@C

@fNL
C�1 ¼ �	 b0TE�1P

b0 �	b�E0E�1b bb0TE�1PþE0E�1

� �
:

(B1)

This yields

FfNLfNL ¼
1

2
Tr½	2 þ b0TE�1b0P� 	b0TE�1bP

� b0TE�1E0E�1bPþ b0b0TE�1P

� 	bb0TE�1P�E0E�1bb0TE�1P

þ bb0TE�1bb0TE�1P2 þ bb0TE�1E0E�1P

þ E0E�1bb0TE�1PþE0E�1E0E�1�
¼ 1

2
ð	2 þ �� 	2 � �þ �� 	2 � �þ 	2

þ �þ �þ 2
Þ ¼ �þ 
: (B2)

APPENDIX C: CANCELLATION OF DARK
MATTER DENSITYAND COSMIC VARIANCE

In the case where the dark matter density field is known,
one can immediately see from the first term in the chi-
square of Eq. (35), that with the model �h ¼ b�þ � from
Eq. (7), the underlying density field � is completely can-
celed (including its sampling variance) and the residual is

h�2i ¼ h�TE�1�i ¼ TrðE�1h��TiÞ ¼ N; (C1)

where N is the number of halo bins. If we only consider
halos, the first term from Eq. (23) reads

�2 ¼ �T
hC

�1
h �h ¼ �T

hE
�1�h � P

1þ �
ð�T

hE
�1bÞ2; (C2)

where we used Eq. (28) in the second equality. Plugging in
the model �h ¼ b�þ �, we get

�2 ¼ bTE�1b�2 þ 2bTE�1��þ �TE�1�

� P

1þ �
ðbTE�1b�þ bTE�1�Þ2

¼
�
�� �2

1þ �

�
�2

P
þ 2bTE�1�

�
1� �

1þ �

�
�

þ �TE�1�� P

1þ �
ðbTE�1�Þ2: (C3)

A large fraction of the first two terms in the last expression
obviously cancel when � � 1. The quantity �, also
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denoted as signal-to-noise ratio in [14], monotonically
increases with the number of halo bins N. In [14] it was
shown to reachOð102Þ in the continuous limit. Even higher
values can be reached when the mass resolution of the
simulation is increased [15]. Hence, in the limit � � 1 the
residual of the chi-square in Eq. (C3) becomes

h�2i ¼ h�2i
P

þ 2bTE�1�
h�i
�

þ h�TE�1�i

� P

�
hðbTE�1�Þ2i

¼ 1þ N � bTE�1h��TiE�1b

bTE�1b
¼ N; (C4)

the same as in Eq. (C1) with knowledge of the dark matter.
Note that in the case of one single halo bin as in Eq. (25), a
cancellation neither of the underlying dark matter field, nor
of the sampling variance is possible.

APPENDIX D: HALO MODEL PREDICTION
FOR ALPHA, BETA AND GAMMA

In the halo model the shot noise matrix is given by
Eq. (47). In order to invert E, we write E ¼ A�MbT

with A � �n�1I� bMT and apply the Sherman-Morrison
formula:

E�1 ¼ A�1 þ A�1MbTA�1

1� b TA�1M
: (D1)

Likewise, we apply the Sherman-Morrison formula to
invert A:

A�1 ¼ �nIþ bMT �n

�n�1 �MTb
: (D2)

With

� � bTE�1bP ¼ bTA�1b

1� bTA�1M
P; (D3)

	 � bTE�1b0P ¼ bTA�1b0

1� bTA�1M
P; (D4)

� � b0TE�1b0P

¼ b0TA�1b0ð1� bTA�1MÞ þ b0TA�1MbTA�1b0

1� bTA�1M
P;

(D5)

and

b TA�1b ¼ bTb

�n�1 �MTb
; (D6)

b TA�1M ¼ MTbð �n�1 �MTbÞ þ bTbMTM

�n�1 �MTb
�n; (D7)

b TA�1b0 ¼ bTb0ð �n�1 �MTbÞ þ bTbMTb0

�n�1 �MTb
�n; (D8)

b 0TA�1M ¼ MTb0ð �n�1 �MTbÞ þ bTb0MTM

�n�1 �MTb
�n; (D9)

b 0TA�1b0 ¼ b0Tb0ð �n�1 �MTbÞ þ bTb0MTb0

�n�1 �MTb
�n; (D10)

after some algebra we get

� ¼ bTb

�þ��
�n�1P; (D11)

	 ¼ bTb0ð �n�1 �MTbÞ þ bTbMTb0

�þ��
P; (D12)

� ¼ b0Tb0 �nPþ bTbðMTb0Þ2 þMTMðbTb0Þ2 þ 2bTb0MTb0ð �n�1 �MTbÞ
�þ��

�nP; (D13)

with �þ�� ¼ ð �n�1 �MTbÞ2 � bTbMTM. According to Eq. (3) we can write b0 ¼ ðb� 1Þu. Moreover, in the continuous
limit we can exchange the vector products by integrals as in Eq. (55). This finally yields

� ¼ hb2i
ð �n�1

tot � hMbiÞ2 � hb2ihM2i �n
�1
tot P; (D14)

	 ¼ ðhb2i � hbiÞð �n�1
tot � hMbiÞ þ hb2iðhMbi � hMiÞ

ð �n�1
tot � hMbiÞ2 � hb2ihM2i uP; (D15)

� ¼ ðhb2i � 2hbi þ 1Þ �ntotu2P

þ hb2iðhMbi � hMiÞ2 þ hM2iðhb2i � hbiÞ2 þ 2ðhb2i � hbiÞðhMbi � hMiÞð �n�1
tot � hMbiÞ

ð �n�1
tot � hMbiÞ2 � hb2ihM2i �ntotu

2P: (D16)
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